In this letter, we propose an improved single image haze removal algorithm using image segmentation. It can effectively resolve two common problems of conventional algorithms which are based on dark channel prior: halo artifact and wrong estimation of atmospheric light. The process flow of our algorithm is as follows. First, the input hazy image is over-segmented. Then, the segmentation results are used for improving the conventional dark channel computation which uses fixed local patches. Also, the segmentation results are used for accurately estimating the atmospheric light. Finally, from the improved dark channel and atmospheric light, an accurate transmission map is computed allowing us to recover a high quality haze-free image. key words: haze removal, dark channel prior, image segmentation, halo artifact, atmospheric light
Introduction
Images of outdoor scenes are usually degraded by haze or fog. Since most computer vision algorithms do not work correctly given degraded images, effective haze removal algorithms have been highly desired. In general, haze removal algorithms use multiple images [9] or 3D geometric information [8] because they are based on the knowledge of scene depth. However, recently, single image haze removal has made significant progresses. The related algorithms use a strong prior or assumption. As a representative one, He proposed an effective algorithm based on a dark channel prior [3] . Its effectiveness has also been verified in other applications such as underwater image enhancement [10] , night image enhancement [5] , and specular reflection separation [7] . However, it has been reported that He's algorithm has a few inherent defects and some improved algorithms have been proposed [1] , [6] , [11] . The purpose of this letter is also to achieve an improvement of He's algorithm [3] . Specifically, we improve two processes: the transmission map estimation and the atmospheric light estimation. The improvement is based on image segmentation and was not or weakly addressed in the previous improvement algorithms.
Our work is similar to [1] in that it is based on image segmentation and tries to resolve the problem with the fixed local patches in the transmission map estimation. However, they are different in two aspects:
• In [1] , the local patch size is totally determined by the image segmentation results and it is based on the assumption that each segment has a constant transmission value. However, the assumption is not always correct, especially in large segments. Therefore, we use the image segmentation results to assist the fixed local patches. The difference will be further discussed later with experiments.
• The improvement for atmospheric light estimation was not addressed in [1] .
Kil's work also uses image segmentation [6] and looks similar to ours. However, it still has the same problems as in [1] , [3] :
• It assumes that each segment has a constant transmission value and thus has the same problem as in [1] .
• The transmission map estimation for reliable pixels is done by the algorithm as used in [3] and thus it still has the problem with the fixed local patches.
• The atmospheric light estimation is also done by the algorithm as used in [3] and its problem will be discussed in Sect. 3.2.
Resolving the problems is the main concern of our work.
Single Image Haze Removal Based on Dark Channel Prior
The optical model of a hazy image is commonly described as:
where I is the hazy image, J is the scene radiance (or hazefree image) which we want to recover, A is the global atmospheric light, and t is the transmission map representing the attenuation degree of scene radiance [3] . From the dark channel prior, we can know that:
where J c is a color channel of J and Ω(x) is a local rectangular patch centered at x (the patch size was 15 × 15 in [3] ). Then, we can compute the transmission mapt from the dark channel of the normalized hazy image
A c by rewriting Eq. (1) as:
Copyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers where ω is a constant parameter that is introduced to keep a small amount of haze for the distant objects (set to 0.95 in [3] ). The constant atmospheric light A is estimated by picking the top 0.1% brightest pixels from the dark channel of I as the most haze-opaque region and then finding the pixel with highest intensity among the pixels. The computed transmission map using the pixed patch size contains some block effects and halo effects. Therefore, it should be refined by using edge-preserving smoothing methods. The guided filter [4] is a good option.
Finally, the haze-free image is recovered by:
where t 0 is a constant parameter that is introduced to avoid t(x) being zero (set to 0.1 in [3] ).
Improved Haze Removal Using Image Segmentation

Estimating the Transmission Map
In Sect. 2, use of fixed local patches in the transmission map estimation results in halo artifacts at the depthdiscontinuous edges as shown in Fig. 1 where the guided filter was already applied. Although use of smaller patches can mitigate the halo artifacts, it causes other problems:
• The dark channel prior is not likely to be satisfied in small patches.
• Over-enhanced images are produced.
Therefore, we employ image segmentation to ensure that each local patches are composed of only the pixels of the same object and does not include the depth discontinuities. As shown in Fig. 2 , image segmentation can significantly reduce the halo artifacts. However, as done in [1] , Fig. 1 Haze removal results by the He's algorithm [3] with the guided filter [4] . Upper-left: input hazy image, upper-right: guided-filtered transmission map using 15 × 15 local patches, bottom-left: top 0.1% brightest pixels for atmospheric light estimation (black blobs pointed by red arrows), and bottom-right: under-enhanced haze-free image including severe halo artifacts.
entirely depending on the image segmentation results causes other problems:
• The pixels on each segment always have the same transmission value, which is often wrong. As shown in the road region of Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 3 , even the pixels having largely different depths have the same transmission value.
• The pixels on large segments are under-enhanced (see Fig. 2 (g) ).
• The pixels on too small segments encounters the same problem with small fixed patches.
In this letter, we use the image segmentation results in a different way. Basically, we use fixed local patches of 15 × 15 because the size was used for drawing the dark channel prior in [3] . However, by using the image segmentation results, we can exclude the pixels that belong to different seg- 3 Intensity of pixels on the yellow line in Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 2 (d) . 
where S x is the index of the segment including x. This has an effect of limiting the segment size, and thus enables each segment to have different transmission values in it (see Fig. 2 (d) and Fig. 3 ) and prevents large segments being under-enhanced (see Fig. 2 (h) ). The problem with small segments is ignorable because small segments are obtained from high texture regions where the over-enhancement is not discernible.
Estimating the Atmospheric Light
The He's algorithm can partly avoid choosing the brightest pixels on white objects as the atmospheric light. However, it cannot ensure whether the atmospheric light belongs to the dense hazy regions or not. In Fig. 1 , the atmospheric light was wrongly estimated from the pixels on the white objects and the haze was under-enhanced. Unfortunately, this problem becomes more severe by using image segmentation. That is, whereas the He's algorithm can exclude the white objects smaller than the local patch size from the atmospheric light estimation, segmentation-based methods cannot. In Figs. 2 (e)-(h), the atmospheric light was wrongly estimated by using the pixels on the other smaller white objects and the haze was still under-enhanced.
In this letter, we use a simple assumption: the size of dense hazy regions is larger than a threshold (R th ). Then, based on the image segmentation results, the top 0.1% 5 Haze removal results for images with white objects. In (a) and (b), left column: He's algorithm, right column: our algorithm. First row: input hazy image and its segmentation result by [2] , second row: guided-filtered transmission map, third row: pixels for atmospheric light estimation (black blobs pointed by red arrows), and fourth row: haze-free images.
brightest pixels are picked only in the segments larger than R th . It has an effect of excluding small white objects in estimating the atmospheric light. R th can be determined automatically by finding the largest white object but is roughly set to 0.1w × 0.1h (w and h: width and height of input hazy image) in this letter. In Fig. 4 , the top 0.1% brightest pixels were picked from the large segments and they belonged to the dense hazy region. Therefore, the atmospheric light was correctly estimated and the haze was fully enhanced.
Experimental Results
In order to verify the effectiveness of our algorithm, we applied our algorithm to various gray and color hazy images and compared the results with those of He's algorithm. For image segmentation, we used the graph-based algorithm [2] due to its efficiency and ability of easily controlling the segment size. The smoothing parameter σ, threshold k, and minimum segment size min size were set to 0.5, 100, and 20, respectively. For guided filtering, the local window ra- Fig. 6 Haze removal results for a color image with no white objects. Left column: He's algorithm, right column: our algorithm. First row: input hazy image and its segmentation result by [2] , second row: guided-filtered transmission map, third row: pixels for atmospheric light estimation (black blobs pointed by red arrows), and fourth row: haze-free images. dius r and regularization parameter were set to 4 and 0.01, respectively. Other parameters were set to the same values as in [3] .
Since the dark channel prior works well for both gray and color images [3] , there was no meaningful difference in the results of gray and color images. However, as shown in Fig. 5 , if the input hazy image includes large white objects (sky in (a) and headlight in (b)), He's algorithm failed to estimate the true atmospheric light (i.e., failed to find the true haze-opaque region). Thus, the haze-free images were under-enhanced and the white objects were over-enhanced (see the sky region in (a)). In contrast, our algorithm successfully estimated the true atmospheric light and thus the haze-free images were well enhanced. For images not including white objects, both algorithms worked well for estimating the atmospheric light as shown in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6 and Fig. 5 , the haze-free images resulted from He's algorithm had halo artifacts due to using the fixed local patches for transmission map estimation. Although the artifacts were reduced by using the guided filter, it was not easy to completely remove them. However, the haze-free images resulted from our algorithm had no halo artifacts.
A weakness of our algorithm is that it needs an additional processing time for the image segmentation. The time is nearly linear in the number of image pixels [2] . For 600 × 450 images, the processing time of the He's algorithm was 1.48 seconds and ours was 2.87 seconds. All the source codes were implemented using MATLAB R2012a on a PC (i7-3770 3.4GHz CPU and 8G RAM).
Conclusion
In this letter, we presented an effective algorithm that improves on He's haze removal algorithm by using image segmentation. The algorithm resolves the problem with halo artifacts by improving the dark channel computation and the problem with under-or over-enhanced haze by accurately estimating the atmospheric light. As a result, we could recover high quality haze-free images.
